
 

 



God-breathed Scriptures 
 

 

For those interested in Christianity and its relationship to the Bible, few subjects are more significant 
than the claim that it is “God-breathed”, or as many translate the Greek word: “inspired of God”. 

 

This Study responds to the article “Inspiration” which is provided at: http://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-

e/1200002178 . That URL reproduces the article by the same name from Insight on the Scriptures, 
Volume 1, pages 1202 – 1207, published by The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, 1988. 

The “Inspiration” article makes reference to the article “Canon (of the Bible)” which appears at: 

http://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1200000880. This URL reproduces the article from Insight on the 
Scriptures, Volume 1, pages 406 – 410. This present Study also responds to that article. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- 

 

A vast wealth of information on the subject of “inspiration” and related topics, canvassing the widest 

range of positions, is readily accessible through the internet and in printed form. Read widely, study, 

think, and make up your own mind. 

 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- 

 

Studies associated with this present Study include: 

 Why Does the WTS Accept Christendom’s Scriptures? 

http://www.jwstudies.com/Why_Does_WTS_Accept_Christendoms_Scriptures.pdf 

 How do we know that our copies of the Scriptures are authentic? 

http://www.jwstudies.com/How_do_we_know_that_our_copies_of_the_Scriptures_are_authe

ntic.pdf  

 We can be sure 
http://www.jwstudies.com/We_can_be_sure.pdf  

 Did Paul write Timothy or Titus? 

http://www.jwstudies.com/Did_Paul_write_Timothy_or_Titus.pdf 

 Did a Governing Body govern Paul? 

http://www.jwstudies.com/2013_-_Did_a__Governing_Body__govern_Paul.pdf  

 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- 

This Study is available at: 

http://www.jwstudies.com/God-breathed_Scriptures.pdf  
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OUTLINE 

 “Inspiration”, which is a quality or a state of being, translates a Greek word meaning “God-

breathed”. This Greek word is used only once in the Bible – at 2 Timothy 3:16 – and it is 
rarely used anywhere else. This means extreme care should be taken when drawing 

conclusions from that word. The “Scriptures” being referred to were the Hebrew writings that 

Timothy was familiar with as a youth. 

 The structure of the immediate passage shows that the focus is on the ability of Scripture to 

make Timothy “wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus”. The focus is not on the 
nature of the Scriptures. In keeping with this theme, the structure of the overall passage is: “I 

give you this charge: Preach the Word”. 

 A “canon” is a list of Scriptures. This means that a Scripture can exist without a Canon, but to 

exist a Canon requires Scriptures. Quoting a writing as “Scripture” does not mean there is a 
Canon. 

 As far as the 4th century Western and Eastern Churches were concerned, the list of Hebrew 

Scriptures was still not fixed or closed. 

 Jesus employed the Scriptures creatively in a variety of ways, making selections from several 

available versions. His most common usage was Pesher (“this is that”). 

 The New Testament writers made extensive use of non-canonical Hebrew texts 

 Claims are made that the very original writings were without any errors (inerrant). 

 All copies and translations contain errors, some accidental, some deliberate. 

 The process of influencing the original writers and authors by God is known as 

“inscripturation”. The copies and translations, such as used by Jesus and by Timothy, are 

known as “inspired”. The former had no errors but this cannot be said of the latter. 

 Although it is claimed that the copies and translations are nearly the same as the originals, this 

cannot be verified. Several experts in “textual criticism” have declared that it is impossible to 

arrive at the original text, and have given up trying to find it. 

 To prove from the Bible that it is from God is purely circular reasoning. 

 The Church took several centuries to create the Bible. Even then, complete agreement on the 

list of writings has never been achieved. 

 Understanding the Bible that the Church created requires an understanding of the Church’s 

early history. It was a slow process that took several centuries. But the Church continued to 

operate without the Bible. 

 Criteria for including a Scripture in a Canon were Apostolicity, Catholicity, Orthodoxy, and 

Traditional usage. This means that their beliefs determined which writings would be 

canonised. The Church came before the Bible did. 

 Jerusalem and Antioch were honoured as the Mother Church but they held no authoritative 

position. 
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TRUE AND FALSE INSPIRED MESSAGES 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

 

 

Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1207 

 

It is proper for Christians and for everyone else to check whether every statement is true or false. 

False statements in the Insight on the Scriptures articles 

This Study will show that false statements are made in the “Inspiration” and “Canon” articles in 
Insight on the Scriptures. Since these statements can be factually assessed, they indicate the caution 

that needs to be taken with subjective statements made in the Insight on the Scriptures. 

 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 407 

(Study, page 16) 

 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 408 

(Study, page 21) 
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Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 408 

(Study, page 21) 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

(Study, page 32) 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 409 

(Study, page 40) 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 410 

(Study, page 44) 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

(Study, page 51) 
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“INSPIRATION” DEFINED 

Opening definition of “inspiration” by Insight on the Scriptures 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1202 

This opening sentence of the Insight article thus defines the word “inspiration” as: 

 a quality or 

 a state of being (emotionally) moved by 

a superhuman spirit. 

Quite correctly, this definition does not describe “inspiration” as an action. “Inspiration” is not a verb. 

However, there is no necessity for the source of inspiration to be superhuman. 

The Greek word that is translated as “inspired” 

The word translated at 2 Timothy 3:16 as “inspired”,  theo’pneustos, literally means 
“God-breathed”.

1
 

 

Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, pages 1202-1203 

 
The Greek and English of 2 Timothy 3:16

2
 

A range of grammatical analyses 

This word theopneustos is an adjective. Although English translations appear to indicate an action by 

God, as a pure adjective this word emphasises the attribute or quality of Scripture. 

Theopneustos is an adjective, used to give information about (or describe) a noun 

(“Scripture”). “Breathed by God” or “Given by inspiration” may sound like a verb (an 

action of God), but it isn’t. … Though an action (breathing) is in view, the focus is 

not on the action of God, but on something about the Scriptures.
3
 

                                                   
1 In medical terminology, “inspiration” means “to breathe in”, as opposed to “expire”, breathe out. 
2 Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures, Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 1969 
3 http://mindrenewers.com/2011/11/09/given-by-inspiration-the-connotations-of-theopneustos/ (accessed 22 

June 2014) 

http://mindrenewers.com/2011/11/09/given-by-inspiration-the-connotations-of-theopneustos/
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theopneustos: God-breathed, i.e. inspired by God 

Original Word: θεόπνευστος, ον 

Part of Speech: Adjective 

Transliteration: theopneustos 

Phonetic Spelling: (theh-op’-nyoo-stos) 

Short Definition: God-breathed, inspired by God 
Definition: God-breathed, inspired by God, due to the inspiration of God.

4
 

Some sources refer to theopneustos as a verbal adjective
5
, while others disagree. Such discussions are 

way beyond the scope of this Study, therefore an interested reader needs to pursue this enquiry 
personally. The wide range of conclusions provides sufficient warning to any who wish to make 

definitive statements. 

The Greek word used only once in the Bible 

The word theopneustos is unique.
6
 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page-1203 

Not only does theopneustos occur only once in the entire Bible; in addition, Paul 

himself may have coined the term for the particular occasion. This complicates the 
matter, for here we likely have a neologism

7
, which compounds the difficulty of 

definition.
8
 

A combination of two Greek words 

Theopneustos is a combination of two Greek words: Theo (presumably Theos, and therefore meaning 
God) and pneustos (breath, or air).  

Etymologically, the term can be broken down into theos (God) and pneus (to 

breathe/blow), hence the NIV translation of “God-breathed.” Many have taken this 

breakdown and offered a definition of theopneustos, claiming that God literally 
breathed out Scripture, with the implication that it is the direct product of his Spirit.

9
  

Care needs to be exercised 

In common with all studies that involve the past, due care must be exercised to ensure that 21st-

century thinking is not imposed upon earlier and distant cultures. 

The word theopneustos provides one of several issues that arise out of this immediate context. Apart 

from trying to determine the cultural situation at the time of composition, the text – its language, 

words, and contemporary meaning – add further layers of problems. 

 

                                                   
4 Strong’s Concordance, at http://biblehub.com/greek/2315.htm (accessed 27 June 2014) 
5 Compare and contrast Toward Rediscovering the Old Testament, page 28, Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., Zondervan, 

1991; http://www.sightlerpublications.com/bible/Inspiration_TemporalorEternal.htm (accessed 29 June 2014); 

http://www.tillhecomes.org/all-scripture-god-breathed/ (accessed 29 June 2014); 

Every Scripture Inspired of God, J. W. Roberts 

http://www.acu.edu/sponsored/restoration_quarterly/archives/1960s/vol_5_no_1_contents/roberts.html 

(accessed 16 June 2014) 
6 Words that appear once are called hapax legomena (singular hapax legomenon), which means “said once”. 
7
 Neologism: A newly created word whose meaning is unknown to others (from Greek – neo = “new” + logos = 

“word”). http://psychcentral.com/encyclopedia/2008/neologism/ (accessed 29 June 2014) 
8 A High View of Scripture?: The Authority of the Bible and the Formation of the New Testament Canon, pages 

154-155, Craig D. Allert, Baker Academic, 2007 
9 Allert, page 154 

http://biblehub.com/greek/2315.htm
http://www.sightlerpublications.com/bible/Inspiration_TemporalorEternal.htm
http://www.tillhecomes.org/all-scripture-god-breathed/
http://www.acu.edu/sponsored/restoration_quarterly/archives/1960s/vol_5_no_1_contents/roberts.html
http://psychcentral.com/encyclopedia/2008/neologism/
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In the space of just three Greek words, we have four serious translation issues: 

1. What does the word theopneustos mean? 
2. As an adjective, how is it being used? 

3. How should we understand pasa in relation to Scripture? 

4. What is Paul referring to when he uses the word graphē?
10

 

Since the word theopneustos is used only once, this should ring warning bells about making absolute 
pronouncements, especially any that are based on a presumed origin. We do not know what was in the 

mind of either the writer or of the intended readership. 

“Building a definition of theopneustos on the etymology of the term is “never more 
than an educated guess.” (Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, page 33) To claim that we 

know the meaning of the term theopneustos, regardless of whether it is to be 

understood in the active or passive sense, is saying more than the Bible actually 
does.

11
 

Extreme care needs to be exercised when endeavouring to build a theology on a rare word and one 

where no explanation is provided. 

In line with the fact that the text does not define theopneustos, it is difficult to find in 
the passage a detailed theory of inspiration. The relation between the human and the 

divine elements in Scripture is not discussed. There is a clear affirmation of the 

inspiration of Scripture, but the text does not give a detailed theory of what inspiration 
means or necessarily entails.

12
 

Pre-Christian use of theopneustos 

pneuma. O[ld] T[estament]. … The G[ree]k root pneu- denotes dynamic movement of 

the air. … 

Probably under Stoic influence, pneuma came to denote inspiration, a material 

substance that filled a human and enabled one to prophesy. This prophetic pneuma 

was ecstatic, visionary, demonic, holy, even divine. It played an active role in popular 

religion (always given to magic and soothsaying). Finally, pneuma is also found in the 
sense of spirit or demon in Hellenic inscriptions and papyri. The adj[ective] 

pneumatikos shares the meanings of pneuma and is used from the pre-Socratic school 

on. 

theopneustos (inspired by God) is rare, not being used before the Hel[lenic] period 

and then only with reference to divination.
13

 

Christian appearances of theopneustos  

At least some [early Christians] thought that the designation “inspired” (theopneustos) 

was appropriate enough to apply to noncanonical writings, including a commentary; a 
synodical letter, and even an inscription on a tomb. It is high praise indeed for such 

documents if theopneustos was actually the special designation for only canonical 

documents. 

These three examples should give one pause when making the assertion that the early 

church reserved the term theopneustos for only the canonical documents because each 

of them uses the word theopneustos to describe something other than a canonical 
document. It is apparent, therefore, that while a document that eventually made it into 

                                                   
10

 http://www.tillhecomes.org/all-scripture-god-breathed/ (accessed 27 June 2014) 
11 Allert, page 154 
12 Allert, page 156 
13 New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology: Abridged Edition, page 473, Verlyn Verbrugge, 

Zondervan, 2000 

http://www.tillhecomes.org/all-scripture-god-breathed/
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the New Testament canon was considered inspired, this did not guarantee its inclusion 

because inspiration is not the unique possession of only the canonical documents.
14

 

 

The later Christian use of the term was not limited to the Scriptures and could include 

references to a commentary, a tomb inscription, and a conciliar decision. The same 

type of broad use is found in Hellenistic Judaism where it may modify dreams, “the 
speech of theopneustic wisdom,” streams, and ointments. 

One may justifiably ask, in light of these occurrences, why we must read more than a 

general statement about the divinity of Scripture into Paul’s usage in 2 Timothy.
15

 

Source of the word “inspiration” 

The word “inspiration” has a Latin source. 

When Jerome translated the Greek text of the Bible into the language of the common 

people of Latium, he translated the Greek theopneustos as divinitus inspirata 
(“divinely breathed into”). 

The word “inspiration” comes from the Latin noun inspiratio and from the verb 

inspirare. Inspirare is a compound term resulting from the Latin prefix in (inside, 

into) and the verb spirare (to breathe). Inspirare meant originally “to blow into”
16

 

The Scriptures known to Timothy 

Verse 15 speaks of the “holy grammata (writings) that Timothy had known as a young child.
17

 The 

Jews had not yet determined the list (canon) of books that comprised the Hebrew Scriptures, and at 

that time they were using scrolls. The later Christians introduced the book (codex) format. 

 

                                                   
14 Allert, page 65 
15 Allert, page 155 
16 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_inspiration (accessed 22 June 2014) 
17 His mother and grandmother were Jews. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_inspiration
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hieros, sacred, holy, occurs in 2 Tim. 3:15 in a solemn context of a reference to “the 

holy Scriptures” (similar to what is found in Philo and Josephus). Although the word 
was otherwise not popular, it could be used more easily of the Scriptures because they 

possessed a sacred quality all their own.
18

 

gramma is used 14 [times] in the NT. It occurs 8 [times] (in the pl[ural) in a concrete 

sense, with a marked leaning toward the secular and the legal. It can mean letters of 
the alphabet, written information, a debtor’s bill, and learning, which for Jews implies 

knowledge of the Scriptures; it also can designate the writings of Moses and, 

generally, the holy Scriptures (2 Tim. 3:15).
19

 

The noun graphe is used 50 [times] in the NT, nearly always absolutely in either the 

sing[ular] or pl[ural] and exclusively of holy Scripture. … In 2 Tim. 3:14-15, Paul 

urges Timothy, a convert from Judaism (Acts 16:1-3), to continue in the study of “the 
holy Scriptures” as a basis for his Christian life and work. Scripture is theopneustos, 

inspired, God-breathed (2 Tim. 3:16-17).
20

 

Craig Allert, the author of the following excerpts, is a committed practicing Evangelical 

Christian. 

READING: What Does the Bible Say about Inspiration? 
(from A High View of Scripture?, pages 148 – 152, Craig Allert) 

My purpose in this section is to investigate the biblical definition of inspiration, to 
ask: What does the Bible say about its own inspiration? … 

2 Timothy 3:15-17 
From childhood you have known the sacred writings which are able 
to give you the wisdom that leads to salvation through faith which is 
in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for 
teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; so 
that the man of God may be adequate, equipped for every good work. 

These verses without doubt comprise the primary text on discussions concerning 
inspiration because of the use of the term theopneustos—translated here as 
“inspired by God,” and in the NIV as “God-breathed.” This passage is well known in 
evangelical circles as proof that the Bible is the direct product of God. Because of 
this term, the passage has often been a battleground. … There is little doubt that 
the term “inspired” qualifies Scripture. But how does it do this? …  

Context of the passage 

The author of 2 Timothy is concerned with instructing Timothy in shepherding the 
church. The letter is a personal plea to him to remain strong and stay the course 
amid persecution, apostasy, and wrong doctrine. … Paul exhorts Timothy to guard 
proper teaching and conduct. 

The immediate context in which our passage of concern resides is among the 
contrasts between those who are lovers of self and those who follow the gospel. 
There are three sections, each highlighted by the direct contrast of the Greek su de 
(“but you” or “you however”) in 3:10; 3:14; and 4:5. These contrasts highlight the 
differences between the way the ungodly live and the way Timothy is encouraged 

                                                   
18 New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology: Abridged Edition, page 265, Verlyn Verbrugge, 

Zondervan, 2000 
19 New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology: Abridged Edition, page 115, Verlyn Verbrugge, 

Zondervan, 2000 
20 New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology: Abridged Edition, page 115, Verlyn Verbrugge, 

Zondervan, 2000 
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to live. Verses 15-17 of chapter 3 come immediately after the second “but you” 
(NASB: “You, however . . .”) in verse 14. The contrast in verse 14 is with those who 
are deceived and thus deceive others whom they teach. Timothy, however, knows 
what and from whom he has learned and is exhorted to continue in those things. 

Paul’s reminder to Timothy in verse 14 is that he should “continue in the things 
you have learned and become convinced of,” which are safeguarded because of 
whom he learned them from: “knowing from whom you have learned them.” In 
this instance the pronoun “from whom” (tinon) is plural, which indicates that Paul 
is not the only teacher in view here. With the indication of learning things from 
childhood (3:15) we should have in view, in addition to Paul, all who taught 
Timothy, including his mother and grandmother (1:5). Also as a child he had 
known the “sacred writings,” to which he was exposed through those same 
teachers. Thus we have two reasons why Timothy should have confidence in the 
gospel: the character of the people from whom he learned it, the “witnesses of 
proved reliability,” and his grounding in the sacred writings. … 

It is thus an interesting fact that Paul’s emphasis for right teaching and conduct 
does not lie solely or even primarily in the sacred writings/Scripture. Several times 
Timothy is exhorted to remember from whom he has learned these things, and it 
is after all these reminders that the appeal to Scripture occurs. … 

“Sacred writings” and “Scripture” 

The phrase “sacred writings” (hiera grammata) in 3:15 occurs only here in the 
entire Bible. It is clear that it should be understood in conjunction with what 
appears to be a synonymous use in 3:16 for “Scripture” (graphe). The question is, 
What is meant by these designations? 

The Living Bible paraphrases 2 Timothy 3:16 as “The whole Bible was given to us 
by inspiration from God.” But Paul could not have referred to the whole Bible since 
it was not yet formed. The very document (2 Timothy) that includes this reference 
was not part of any canon when Paul wrote these words. This paraphrase is 
misleading here and could cause its readers to commit an anachronism by taking 
this to be a reference to the entire canon of Christian Scriptures, including the New 
Testament. 

Some conclude that this must then be a reference to the Old Testament canon, but 
given the presentation in an earlier chapter [of Allard’s book] on the status of the 
Old Testament canon in the first century, this would be hard to maintain. It is 
probable that the Christian church did not inherit a closed canon of Hebrew 
Scriptures. Further, given the fact that church fathers from the first to the fourth 
centuries cite noncanonical documents “as Scripture,” we have ample reason to 
question the idea that this is a reference to the Old Testament canon—to Hebrew 
Scriptures, yes; to Old Testament canon, no. … 

The best way to read the references to the “sacred writings” and “all Scripture” is 
in the sense of relevant passages in that body of religiously authoritative writings 
known as Scripture. A closed collection is not in mind here, neither Old Testament 
nor New Testament nor both. 

“God-breathed” 

It is not uncommon to see the term theopneustos (inspired) used to argue that the 
Bible is a direct product of God. … 

[Theologian D’s] claim that 2 Timothy 3:16 applies to the entire Bible is doubtful in 
light of the above discussion. Second, one must ask how [D] can claim that 2 
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Timothy 3:16 comprises the “New Testament emphasis.” It is well known that this 
is the only place in the entire New Testament and Septuagint that the crucial term 
theopneustos occurs. [D’s] claim that this is the New Testament emphasis must be 
measured against this fact. If this is the only occurrence of the term in the entire 
Bible, how can [D] claim that this is the New Testament emphasis? … 

We are also struck with a difficulty when it comes to defining this term. An axiom 
in study of the Bible is that definition of a term is based, first of all, on usage in 
the same author. … When a term is used only once in the entire Bible, it is difficult 
to define the word from the Bible alone. … 

The simple etymological breakdown of the word theopneustos into something like 
“God-breathed” is fine for translation. But a compound word like this does not 
necessarily carry an etymological meaning along with it. D. A. Carson has labeled 
this common error in exegesis the “root fallacy.” The root fallacy assumes that 
every word has a meaning that is bound up with its shape or components. In other 
words, meaning is determined by etymology. According to Carson, this is 
“linguistic nonsense.” … 

This type of error often happens in Bible study, and a form of it occurs in the way 
some define theopneustos. Etymologically, the term can be broken down into theos 
(God) and pneo (to breathe/blow), hence the NIV translation of “God-breathed.” 
Many have taken this breakdown and offered a definition of theopneustos, claiming 
that God literally breathed out Scripture, with the implication that it is the direct 
product of his Spirit. 

The common denominator in all these definitions is that since the etymology of 
the term is the compound “God-breathed,” this must indeed be a strong word. … 
Building a definition of theopneustos on the etymology of the term is “never more 
than an educated guess.” To claim that we know the meaning of the term 
theopneustos, regardless of whether it is to be understood in the active or passive 
sense, is saying more than the Bible actually does. … Etymology does not give us a 
literal meaning of the term theopneustos any more than the etymology gives us a 
literal understanding of the English word “nice.” Indeed, Scripture is inspired 
because 2 Timothy tells us so, but this affirmation is not the same as a definition, 
which is lacking in the text. … 

Not only does theopneustos occur only once in the entire Bible; in addition, Paul 
himself may have coined the term for the particular occasion. This complicates the 
matter, for here we likely have a neologism, which compounds the difficulty of 
definition. As I pointed out in chapter 2, the later Christian use of the term was 
not limited to the Scriptures and could include references to a commentary, a 
tomb inscription, and a conciliar decision. The same type of broad use is found in 
Hellenistic Judaism where it may modify dreams, “the speech of theopneustic 
wisdom,” streams, and ointments. 

One may justifiably ask, in light of these occurrences, why we must read more 
than a general statement about the divinity of Scripture into Paul’s usage in 2 
Timothy. 
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THE CONTEXT PROVIDES THE EVIDENCE 

The structure of a context provides strong clues. The first structure is the immediate context of the 
passage, from 2 Timothy 3:14-17. The second context is the overall passage, which runs from 2 

Timothy 3:10 to 4:5. 

Chiasmus of 2 Timothy 3:14 to 17 

Hebrew poetry pervades Scripture, and unlocking it reveals the focus and purpose of a passage. It 
does not use rhyming words; instead, it operates through parallel ideas, whether equivalent or 

contrasting (such as A-A’, B-B’; or A, B, A’, B’, and so on). 

The resulting image is called a chiasmus (chiasm). When the image is drawn out fully, the connecting 
lines form a series of intersecting diagonal lines, forming an X, which is the Greek letter Chi (as in X 

for Christmas). When the structure is exposed, the central sentence/idea provides the focus or turning 

point of the passage. 

The chiasmus of the immediate context shows that the focus of 2 Timothy 3:14-17 is: 

which are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus. 

 

But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have become convinced of, 

 because you know those from whom you learned it,  

  and how from infancy you have known the holy Scriptures, 

   which are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus.  

  All Scripture is God-breathed 

 and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness,  

so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work. 

2 Timothy 3:14-17 (NIV) 

 

 
Showing the X (Greek letter Chi) formed at 2 Timothy 3:14-17 

 

The stress of this passage is not on theopneustos; instead, it is on the usefulness of 
Scripture. This was also the focus of the fathers who dealt with this passage. Yes, the 

passage does indicate that the authority of Scripture is from God and that it 

contributes to the plan of salvation, but the main thrust of the passage is on the 

usefulness of Scripture.
21

 

                                                   
21 Allert, page 156 
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Timothy is urged to teach, rebuke, correct, and to train in righteousness; he is told that the holy 

Scriptures will make him wise regarding “salvation through faith in Christ Jesus”, and make him 
“thoroughly equipped”. 

Chiasmus of the overall passage 

The larger passage in which the “proof text” lies runs from 2 Timothy 3:10 to 4:5. 

The chiasmus of this passage shows that the focus is I give you this charge: Preach the Word. This is 

consistent with the purpose of the letter to Timothy. 

 
The chiasmus of 2 Timothy 3:10-4:5 

This is a pastoral letter, encouraging Timothy. It offers practical encouragement, telling him that he 

can have confidence in the Scriptures that he already knew. It is not a theological dissertation about 

the origins of Scripture. 
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Paul’s Charge to Timothy (2 Timothy 3:10 – 4:5, NIV) 

You, however, know all about my teaching, my way of life, my purpose, faith, patience, love, endurance, persecutions, sufferings 

 —what kinds of things happened to me in Antioch, Iconium and Lystra, the persecutions I endured. 

  Yet the Lord rescued me from all of them.  

 In fact, everyone who wants to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted,  

while evil men and impostors will go from bad to worse, deceiving and being deceived.  

But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have become convinced of, 

 because you know those from whom you learned it, 

  and how from infancy you have known the holy Scriptures, 

   which are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus.  

  All Scripture is God-breathed 

 and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness,  

so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.  

In the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who will judge the living and the dead, and in view of his appearing and his kingdom, 

 I give you this charge: Preach the Word; 

be prepared in season and out of season; correct, rebuke and encourage —with great patience and careful instruction. 

For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. 

 Instead, to suit their own desires, 

  they will gather around them a great number of teachers 

 to say what their itching ears want to hear.  

They will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths. 

But you, keep your head in all situations, 

 endure hardship,  

do the work of an evangelist, discharge all the duties of your ministry.  
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A second definition of “inspiration” 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

In this “definition” the article moves from its definition of inspiration as a “quality” or “state” to the 

initial act of “production” of writings. This statement is made without a Scriptural definition. 

As will be shown, this “inspiration” article states that only the original writings were “inerrant” but 

that the copies and translations, such as those available to the child Timothy, were not inerrant. 
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A CANON OF SCRIPTURES 

 A canon is a list 

A list of Scriptures came to be known by the term canon. 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 407 (article: “Canon”) 

It is important to notice that the word “canon” did not begin to be applied to Christian 

writings until the mid-fourth century. The earliest known use of the term in this 

connection is furnished by Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, in his Decrees of the 
Council of Nicea, written soon after 350. There he describes the document known as 

The Shepherd of Hermas as “not of the canon”. Somewhat later, in his famous Easter 

Letter (Ep. 39) of 367, he provides a list of authoritative early Christian writings and 
describes them as “canonical” (kanonizomena). About the same time the Council of 

Laodicea (ca. 360) refers to the “uncanonical” (akanonista) and the “canonical” 

(kanonika) books of the old and new covenants. Subsequently it became common to 

use the term “canon” for the collection of authoritative books. But there is room for 
some uncertainty about exactly what the word meant when it was used in this way. 

Th. Zahn argued that in this connection “canon” had the simple sense of “list” or 

“catalogue” and did not signify that the writings so designated possess normative 
authority. 

Others, however, have maintained that the designation of a collection of books as 

“canon” is of a piece with the earlier Christian use of the word and that “what really 
counted was the concept of norm inherent in the term,” so that these writings are to be 

understood as containing the “canon of truth,” the basic, authoritative teachings of 

Christianity.” The philological evidence decisively favors the view of Zahn: as 

applied to a group of writings, “canon” first of all meant simply a “list,” specifically a 
list of those writings generally employed in the church, and most especially those 

customarily read in public worship. 

Thus, the term [“canon”] served mainly to signify the actual use to which these 
writings were put and not to impute a peculiarly regulative authority to them.

22
 

A citation does not mean canonical status 

The mere fact that a document is quoted or alluded to by an early writer does not 

mean it had already attained canonical standing, even if it is called “scripture” or cited 

with some such formula as “it is written.”.
23

 

The authoritative citation of a document does not signal its canonicity in the strict and 

formal sense of inclusion in a fixed list.
24

 

 

                                                   
22 Gamble, page 17 
23 Gamble, page 23 (footnote) 
24 Gamble, page 18 (footnote) 
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The word “Scripture” does not mean “canon” 

Whereas the concept of canon presupposes the existence of scriptures, the concept of 

scripture does not necessarily entail the notion of a canon. It is entirely possible to 
possess scriptures without also having a canon, and this was in fact the situation in the 

first several centuries of Christianity.
25

 

Albert Sundberg … states that scriptural status should not be equated with canonical 

status. The basic realization that the church Fathers regularly cited noncanonical 
documents as “Scripture” is adequate enough to establish Sundberg’s point. 

Sundberg’s work has had the effect of pushing the decisive period, that of formal 

canonization, into the fourth and fifth centuries.
26

 

For roughly the first four hundred years of its existence, the church had no closed 

canon, so the Bible could not have functioned as the sole criterion. This is what makes 

the distinction between the terms “Scripture” and canon so important. Failure to 
distinguish between them could lead to some significant distortions of the patristic 

age and its understanding of the nature of canon.
27

 

There is nothing that necessitates understanding Paul’s appeals to Scripture as an 

appeal to a closed canon. There is little warrant for this anachronistic presupposition. 
The fluidity of the New Testament documents even into the fourth and fifth centuries 

should caution us about making broad claims concerning what the biblical data says 

about “canon.” The Bible does not speak of how the various documents came to be 
included into a canon.

28
 

Use of Scripture at Qumran 

What books were canonical at Qumran? It is probably anachronistic even to ask that 

question. At most we can talk about use. At Qumran the individual books tend to 
appear in individual manuscripts. There is nothing like the huge collection that came 

to be known as “the Bible”. … There is no list of canonical books at Qumran. … It 

appears that some sectarian works, such as the Rule of the Community, the Hodayot, 

and even an apparently non-sectarian work like 1 Enoch, had much greater use and 
influence than any of the apocrypha or Old Testament Writings apart from Psalms.

29
 

 

                                                   
25

 Gamble, page 18 (emphasis supplied) 
26 Allert, page 88 (emphasis supplied) 
27 Allert, page 174 (emphasis supplied) 
28 Allert, page 171 (emphasis supplied)) 
29 The Canon Debate, pages 197, Daniel J. Harrington, S.J. (Editors: McDonald and Sanders) 
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THE CANON OF THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 407 

As the following Tables show, as far as the Western and Eastern Churches were concerned, the list of 

Hebrew Scriptures was not fixed by the 4th century CE, let alone 900 years earlier as claimed – 
without any objective evidence – by Insight on the Scriptures. The expression “well fixed” in Insight 

on the Scriptures does not give a sense of a canon that was “closed”. 

 

Old Testament lists from the Western Churches show that 

as late as the 4th century CE, the canon was still not closed 
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Old Testament lists from the Eastern Churches show that 

as late as the 4th century CE, the canon was still not closed 
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HOW JESUS USED THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

For Jesus, the canon remained open 

Did Jesus recognize a specific text form of scripture? It does not appear so, for his 

usage of scripture is allusive, paraphrastic, and – so far as can be ascertained – 
eclectic. We find agreement with the proto-Masoretic text, with the Hebrew 

underlying the Septuagint (perhaps even the Septuagint itself), and with the Aramaic 

paraphrase. … The canon of scripture for Jesus, then, remained open.
30

 

Jesus handled Scripture creatively 

In [Jesus] they witnessed a creative handling of the Scriptures which became for them 
both the source of their own understanding and the paradigm for their own exegesis of 

the Old Testament.
31

 

Jesus selected from various sources 

In reviewing the form of the quotations attributed to Jesus in the Gospels is that the 
great majority are septuagintal in character. In most cases, of course, this is of no 

importance, for the LXX is a fair translation of the MT and Jesus could have made his 

point from either. In a few cases, however, it is the LXX reading, as against the 
reading of the MT or known Targums, that provides Jesus with the wording and the 

application which he makes. … But the nature of the data is not sufficiently grasped 

in highlighting only the septuagintal character of Jesus’ quotations. Despite their 

heavy reliance on the wording of the LXX, there are also a few instances (1) where 
they differ from all known Old Testament versions, whether Greek, Hebrew, or 

Aramaic, and (2) where they agree with the MT against the LXX.
32

 

 

Whatever hypothesis is formed in explanation of the data in the Gospels, at least four 

considerations must be taken into account: (1) the bi- or probably tri-lingual nature of 

first-century Palestine generally, and on the part of Jesus and his hearers in particular; 

(2) the lack of standardization in the various Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek versions of 
the biblical text current in the first century; (3) the pesher treatment of certain 

passages by Jesus, which involved him to some extent in textual criticism; and (4) the 

possible early compilation in Greek of the sayings of Jesus by the Church.
33

 

                                                   
30 The Canon Debate, pages 191, 195, Craig A. Evans. (Editors: McDonald and Sanders) 
31 Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, p 51, Richard N. Longenecker, Eerdmans, 1975 
32 Longenecker, pages 60-61 
33 Longenecker, pages 64-65 
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At times, Jesus interpreted the Scriptures literally 

A number of times in the Gospels, Jesus is portrayed as interpreting the Old 

Testament in a literalist manner, particularly in matters concerned with basic religious 
and moral values.

34
 

At times, Jesus employed Midrashic methodology 

Midrashic syllogism also played a part in the teaching of Jesus.
35

 

 

What is Midrash? 

Midrash is a form of rabbinic literature. There are two types of midrash: midrash aggada and 

midrash halakha. 

Midrash aggada can best be described as a form of storytelling that explores ethics and values in 

biblical texts. It can take any biblical word or verse and interpret it to answer a question or explain 

something in the text. For instance, a midrash may attempt to explain why Adam didn’t stop Eve 

from eating the forbidden fruit in the Garden of Eden. One of the best-known midrashim (plural of 
midrash) deals with Abraham’s childhood in early Mesopotamia, where he is said to have smashed 

the idols in his father’s shop because even at that age he knew there was only One God. Midrash 

aggadah can be found in both Talmuds, in midrashic collections and in Midrash Rabbah, which 
means "Great Midrash."  

Whereas midrash aggada focuses on biblical characters as they pertain to values and ideas, midrash 

halakha focuses on Jewish law and practice. Midrash halakha attempts to take biblical texts that are 
either general or unclear and to clarify what they mean. A midrash of this nature may explain why, 

for instance, tefillin are used during prayer and how they should be worn. 

http://judaism.about.com/od/glossary/g/midrash.htm (accessed 7 July 2014) 

 

Jesus most characteristic use of Scripture was Pesher 

But while there are a number of instances recorded in the Gospels of Jesus’ use of 
literalist and midrashic exegesis, his most characteristic employment of Scripture is 

portrayed as being a pesher type of interpretation. The “this is that” fulfilment motif, 

which is distinctive to pesher exegesis, repeatedly comes to the fore in the words of 

Jesus.
36

 

 

What is Pesher? 

A Pesher is a kind of commentary on the Bible that was common in the community that wrote the 

Dead Sea Scrolls. This kind of commentary is not an attempt to explain what the Bible meant when 

it was originally written, but rather what it means in the day and age of the commentator, particularly 

for his own community. 

https://www.usc.edu/dept/LAS/wsrp/educational_site/dead_sea_scrolls/4QpesherIsaiah.shtml 

(accessed 7 July 2014) 

 

                                                   
34 Longenecker, page 66 
35 Longenecker, pages 68, 69. At page 52 Longenecker cites Matthew 5:11; 10:25; Luke 11:13; 12:28 as 

examples 
36 Longenecker, page 70 

http://judaism.about.com/od/glossary/g/midrash.htm
https://www.usc.edu/dept/LAS/wsrp/educational_site/dead_sea_scrolls/4QpesherIsaiah.shtml
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“One smallest letter or one particle of a letter” 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

Although Jesus said nothing would pass from the “Law and the Prophets” (Matt 5:18), he did not limit 

himself to a precise literal understanding, and he included non-canonical material, even in the Sermon 

on the Mount.  

The statement at Matthew 5:18 could be considered as hyperbole. It could also reflect the aspirations 

of the anonymous Jewish Christians who wrote the Gospel. If so, the statement could result from the 

antipathy between the Jerusalem Church and the antinomian teachings of Paul. 

When Jesus cited “Scripture” this did not mean there was a fixed canon.  

As discussed later, the “Inspiration” article considers that only the original writings were inerrant but 

this cannot be said of the translations and copies of the originals. The writings available at the time of 

Jesus were translations and copies, hence making the above statement from the Insight article 
inconsistent. 
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USE OF NON-CANONICAL HEBREW TEXTS BY NEW TESTAMENT WRITERS 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 408 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 408 

As the following pages show, references throughout the NT – including words ascribed to Jesus at the 
Sermon on the Mount – are made to Hebrew writings that are known as apocryphal. 

This shows that the “Inspired” article at Insight on the Scriptures is either ignorant or deceptive. 
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New Testament citations and allusions to apocryphal and pseudepigraphal Hebrew writings (Matthew – Luke) 
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New Testament citations and allusions to apocryphal and pseudepigraphal Hebrew writings (Luke – Romans) 
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New Testament citations and allusions to apocryphal and pseudepigraphal Hebrew writings (Romans – 2 Thessalonians) 
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New Testament citations and allusions to apocryphal and pseudepigraphal Hebrew writings (1 Timothy – Revelation) 
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Citations and allusions to apocryphal and pseudepigraphal Hebrew writings (Revelation) 
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“THE ORIGINAL WRITINGS HAD NO ERRORS” 

Absolute inerrancy 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

Holy spirit recorded and selected the material 

God’s holy spirit was responsible for the inspiration of the text, recording it, and selecting it. 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1203 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1204 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1204 
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Prophecies came from God’s spirit 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1203

37
 

 

Peter was an eyewitness 

We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told you about the 

power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses 

of his majesty. 

What Peter actually saw 

For he received honor and glory from God the Father when the voice 
came to him from the Majestic Glory, saying, “This is my Son, whom I 

love; with him I am well pleased.”  

Peter personally heard 
the voice from heaven 

We ourselves heard this voice that came from heaven when we were 

with him on the sacred mountain.  
 

 

Predictions were very 
certain for Peter 

And we have the word of the prophets made more certain, 

His reader will benefit 
from heeding the 
prophets’ words 

and you will do well to pay attention to it, as to a light shining in a dark 
place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts. 

The prophets spoke from 
God 

Above all, you must understand that no prophecy of Scripture came 

about by the prophet’s own interpretation. For prophecy never had its 

origin in the will of man, but men spoke from God
 
as they were carried 

along by the Holy Spirit. 

There were false 
prophets and now there 

are false teachers 

But there were also false prophets among the people, just as there will 

be false teachers among you. They will secretly introduce destructive 

heresies, even denying the sovereign Lord who bought them—bringing 
swift destruction on themselves.  

Beware of these false 
teachers with their 
invented stories 

Many will follow their shameful ways and will bring the way of truth 

into disrepute. In their greed these teachers will exploit you with 

stories they have made up. Their condemnation has long been hanging 
over them, and their destruction has not been sleeping.

38
 

                                                   
37 It is broadly accepted that 2 Peter is a commentary on the book of Jude. 
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2 Peter 1:20-21 alludes to the original words of unnamed prophets, before those unspecified words 

were copied or translated, perhaps even written down. The “God-breathed” scriptures referred to at 2 
Timothy 3:16, however, relate to the copied and translated texts as they existed at the time of 

Timothy’s infancy. These passages refer to different aspects. 

There is no obvious chiastic structure. This should not come as a surprise if the doubtful origins 

surrounding 2 Peter are correct. Chiasmus is a feature of Hebraic writings but ever since the Church’s 
earliest days that book has been considered by many to be the product of a sophisticated Greek mind, 

and that it was written during the second century CE, about 100 years after Peter’s death. The book 

does not carry the hallmarks of an illiterate Jewish fisherman. 

It is of no small concern that the two sources of the “proof texts” – 2 Timothy and 2 Peter – live under 

the accusation of false representation, in that serious doubts are expressed regarding the authenticity 

of the claimed authors. This matter is open to discussion, and all facets of the debate are canvassed on 
the internet and in literature. 
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“THE COPIES AND TRANSLATIONS ARE NOT ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE” 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 
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Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

The article in Insight therefore shows that no copy or translation can claim to be the absolute Word of 

God. Many, many, copies were made, even in the Biblical period. The LXX which was relied on by 

the NT writers, is a Greek translation from the original (in fact there were several versions), as was 

the Hebrew text. The Masoretic text is only 1000 years old and is different to several DSS texts. 

Inscripturation 

The claim of “inerrancy” thus relates to the original writing. To accommodate this tension, Bible 

scholars have invented the term inscripturation for the action described at 2 Peter 1:20-21. The copied 

translations in Timothy’s hand were theopneustos. They were not “immediately inspired” 
(inscripturation). 2 Timothy 3:16 is not talking about the moving of the holy spirit that is described in 

2 Peter 1:21. “Inspiration” (theopneustos) focuses on what resulted later, when copies and translation 

were produced. “Inspiration” is not primarily referring to the origin of the Scriptures but to its current 
nature. 

Thus, theologians have always said that [“inscripturation”] is an action of God 

(described in II Peter 1:21) which He carried out only in the giving of the original 

autographs, and it applies neither to copies or translations. This is what Christians 
have always believed. The Bible says nothing of any “re-inspiration”, a second direct 

act by God of immediate inspiration, in copies or translations. … A copy, unlike the 

inscripturated original, can contain errors. … II Peter 1:21 tells us that the Holy Spirit 
moved holy men to write the Scriptures. It says nothing about copies.

39
 

Since no original texts exist, how does the “inspiration” article in Insight on the Scriptures know that 

they contained no errors? This assumption relies on preconceptions about what the Bible must be if it 

is the product of God. How does it know how well or poorly the copies and translations reflect 
inerrant originals? 

 

 

                                                   
39 http://mindrenewers.com/2011/11/11/given-by-inspiration-theopneustos-context-revisited/ (accessed 22 June 

2014) 

http://mindrenewers.com/2011/11/11/given-by-inspiration-theopneustos-context-revisited/
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“COPIES ARE IN NEARLY EXACT FORM” 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1206 

How can an argument be laid for “solid evidence and sound reason” when the outome is only 
“believing”? Surely anything that is sound and solid gives more confidence than a belief. 

The “Inspiration” article claims that says that the textual differences are in “nearly exact form”. But 

how does it know, when the originals are not available for comparison? Experts in the field utterly 

disagree with the assertion: 

Since the discovery of the Qumran scrolls, it has become clear that a unified text 

tradition before the turn of the eras never existed. In the last centuries B.C.E., a large 

number of copies of the biblical text, attesting to a large number of different texts, 
circulated in ancient Israel. Each manuscript constituted an independent entity, since 

scribes allowed themselves much freedom. … 

All these texts reflect textual multiplicity at Qumran and in ancient Israel as a whole. 

When the Qumran scrolls were written at Qumran and elsewhere, scribes created and 
consulted without distinction different texts of the Bible, all of which reflected the 

“Bible” and were authoritative, though not to the same extent. While most groups did 

not insist upon a single text, temple circles, and later the Pharisees, embraced a single 
textual tradition (proto-MT). … 

The notion of textual uniformity was later perpetuated in the Judaism of the first 

century C.E. onward, together with the understanding that only the MT represents the 
Hebrew Bible. 

After the first century C.E., when the views of rabbinic Judaism determined those for 

all of ancient Israel, the notion of a single central text became the only accepted view. 

This notion, of the MT as the only accepted Hebrew text in Judaism and in 
Christianity, persists even today. 

True, the Christian Old Testament, starting with the Greek Septuagint, through the 

Latin Vulgate to modern translations, took different shapes during the course of the 
centuries; but during that time the point of reference for the Hebrew text remained the 

MT for most, but not for all, Christians. The Septuagint remains until today the only 

authoritative text for the Eastern churches, which still translate it into modern 
languages. 

In modern times Müller attempted to revive the centrality of the Septuagint in the 

western world, because it is closer to the text used by the early Christians. Müller 

argued that the final form of the MT was fixed after the beginning of Christianity, and 
should therefore be used in a church environment. 

(footnote: However, the quotations from the Septuagint in the New Testament often 

differ from the known manuscripts of the Septuagint, so that Müller’s suggestion is 
not without problems.)

40
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Most Bible students know that until the invention of the printing press, the church 

employed scribes to make individual copies of their sacred Scriptures. Until the 
invention of the printing press no two biblical manuscripts were exactly alike, and yet 

each manuscript that the scribes produced functioned as Scripture for the communities 

for which they were copied and preserved. The copiers had differing abilities, and 

some copies were better than others and some were worse, but each copy functioned 
as Scripture in the community that authorized or was responsible for their production. 

Many mistakes and even deliberate changes were made in the production of these 

manuscripts, and, as a result, a new craft called “textual criticism” emerged in the 
church to determine the original wording of the biblical text. 

Textual critics want to know what the original author of a manuscript wrote, and 

many have spent their lives trying to decipher and discover as best they can what the 
original writers put down on parchment or papyrus. Those engaged in this activity 

often compare thousands of manuscripts, but at the end of the day few claim to have 

discovered either the original text or even precise criteria for uncovering the original 

text in the surviving manuscripts. Indeed, some text-critical scholars have abandoned 
that pursuit as an unattainable goal. Those who study biblical Greek soon learn that 

the original wording of many passages in the Bible is uncertain, and questions 

continue to emerge from biblical scholars not only on the meaning of ancient texts, 
but also on their original wording as well. 

The work of text-critical scholars forms the basis for all modern translations of the 

Bible, and with the continual discovery of ancient biblical manuscripts that often 
predate the manuscripts used to translate the King James Bible and other older 

translations, we must ask which ancient text(s) should be employed in the translation 

of the Bible. The church has not universally adopted any particular text of the Bible 

even when text-critical scholars agree on the wording of a particular biblical text.
41

 

“Proof” is internally-generated 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1203 

The very meaning of any “evidence” is always determined by the way it is evaluated. Nothing is 
gained when wrong reasoning is employed. In this case, the reasoning used says that God’s spirit 

acted in a certain way with the Bible writers because that is what those writers said; and we know they 

are telling the truth because God’s spirit is acting on them. This fails the test of objectivity, and is a 

prime example of circular reasoning. 
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The article applies the same circular reasoning with the “Christian Greek Scriptures” (New 

Testament). Internal statements are deemed to be authoritative, which are used to prove that the New 
Testament is inspired. Pure circularity. 

Extends to the Christian Scriptures 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

The article in the Insight book opens with 2 Timothy 3:16. In doing so, the article indicates that 2 
Timothy is deemed to be inspired and authoritative. Then from that verse, the Insight book bases its 

arguments on that verse’s assertion concerning the inspiration of the Hebrew Scriptures. 

When the Insight book then says that the claims for the Hebrew Scriptures can be extended to the 
Christian Scriptures, and since these includes authorisation of 2 Timothy 3:16, this is pure circular 

reasoning. 

Defenders of the Quran employ the same circular reasoning 

Sceptics charge Christians with circular reasoning because Christians say that their Bible is inspired 
because the Bible says it is inspired. The Quran makes its own internal claim that it was dictated 

directly from heaven, without any intermediary. If Christians claim that their Scriptures were 

originally provided from God because that is what the Bible says of itself, then on that same basis the 

Christian needs to accept the Quran – and the Book of Mormon. 

The following is a defence of the Quran, using that call on internal claims. 

The Bible is a collection of writings by many different authors. The Qur’an is a 

dictation. The speaker in the Qur’an – in the first person – is God talking directly to 
man. In the Bible you have many men writing about God and you have in some places 

the word of God speaking to men and still in other places you have some men simply 

writing about history. The Bible consists of 66 small books. About 18 of them begin 

by saying: This is the revelation God gave to so and so… The rest make no claim as 
to their origin. … The speaker in the Qur’an is – in the first person – is God. The book 

claims throughout that it is the word of God. … When you look at the Qur’an, here is 

a book that says it came from the one who was there when the universe began.
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THE CHURCH CREATED THE BIBLE 

The assertion that these documents forced their way into the canon by virtue of their 

unique inspiration has little historical support. … In our desire to avoid the corruptive 
influence of tradition, we have often missed the fact that the very Bible we claim to 

accept as our only guide is itself a product of the very tradition we avoid.
43

 

 

The Christian faith did not grow in response to a book but as a response to God’s 
interaction with the community of faith. The Bible must be viewed as a product of the 

community because traditions of the community provide the context in which 

Scripture was produced. These traditions were shaped and reshaped to be used in 
different ways. Evidence of this can be seen in the Gospels themselves, which are 

collections of oral and written traditions shaped for theological purposes. Each Gospel 

was shaped for the community for which it was intended.
44

 

 

If we were to argue that the church fathers were wrong to claim scriptural status for 

these documents or that they belonged to the postapostolic (i.e., corrupt) church, we 

would be faced with a further difficulty. We would need to explain how the Bible can 
remain the pure and uncorrupted word when it was canonized in large part by 

supposedly corrupt church leaders in this church. How could the leaders in this church 

have been correct about what went into the canon but wrong about the scriptural 
status of other books? If we trust them for the Canon, how can we distrust them on the 

issue of noncanonical documents? Our reliance on the Bible as our guide for faith and 

life certainly implies that we affirm that those who collected Scripture into the canon 

did so because they were led by the Spirit in the church.
45

 

The need to take account of the Church’s early history 

A high view of Scripture should take account of the historical processes that 

bequeathed to us the Bible, and that examination of this issue should actually precede 

an investigation into what the Bible says.
46

 

 

Most evangelical consideration of canon history, if considered at all, assumes the 

existence of a New Testament canon from the very beginning of Christianity itself, or 
at least when the first document of the New Testament was completed. Many assume 

that as soon as a New Testament document was available, it was consciously 

separated from all other noncanonical documents and added to a growing New 

Testament canon. In this understanding, the closing of the New Testament canon 
occurred when the final document was received and added by the apostles, resulting 

in our twenty-seven-book New Testament. This understanding of the formation and 

closing of the New Testament canon, however, pays little attention to the historical 
details.

47
 

Slow evolution of a canon consciousness 

It is doubtful that the first-century Christians had the expectation that the New 

Testament books would one day form a fixed, single book. Further, even by the end 

of the second century, the period identified as decisive by many, there was still an 
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openness to receive other books, to add them to the “canon.” Care must also be taken 

when speaking with reference to the latter part of the fourth century and the clear 
move to limit the contents of the canon. When the fourth-century church fathers and 

councils were limiting canonical lists, they were simply codifying what were, most 

likely, already accepted lists.
48

 

 

We must, therefore, beware of the implicit assumption that the early church 

consciously and explicitly thought about a closed written collection of Christian 

writings—that the church had a canon consciousness. Foundational in this respect is 
the important distinction between the terms “canon” and “Scripture”.

49
 

 

Many treatments of the doctrine of Scripture assume that the overriding concern of 
the church was to form a written collection (a New Testament canon) so that it might 

have a solid rule by which to govern its faith and life. This, however, is a 

misunderstanding of the canonical heritage of the church. The context in which the 

New Testament was born and grew was the church. Once the New Testament is 
yanked out of this context, we run the risk of misunderstanding both the role it played 

in the church and the very important role the church played in its formation: you 

cannot have a canon without the church.
50

 

 

The need to recognise the canonisation process 

Evangelicals claim that the church did not choose the documents to be included in the 

canon. Rather, the documents forced themselves on the church by virtue of their 
divine inspiration. Thus, all the church did was recognize, not choose. 

Yet how this inspiration was recognized is given little explanation. This neglect of the 

canon process has left evangelicals with an inadequate understanding of the very 

Bible we view and appropriate as authoritative. For the most part, evangelicals seem 
unconcerned with how we actually got our Bible, and when we do show interest, we 

rarely relate the implications of this concern to how this might affect a doctrine of 

Scripture. This is ironic since evangelicals have been quite loud in proclaiming the 
ultimate authority of the Bible; surely that proclamation should be informed about 

how the Bible came to be. … 

A historical understanding of the formation of the New Testament canon should 

inform an evangelical doctrine of Scripture. Briefly stated, this is because the content 
of the biblical canon, as we know it today, was not a particularly early feature of 

ancient Christianity; the Bible was not always “there” in early Christianity. Yet, the 

church still continued to function in its absence.
51
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THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE BIBLE’S CREATION 

Second century 

The author of 2 Peter 3:15-16 makes reference to Paul writing “in all his letters.” 

While this is not an explicit reference to a well-defined collection, we may surmise 
that since this is a reference to at least two letters, it speaks of some sort of collection. 

Of what documents the collections consisted, we are not told.
52

 

No “New Testament” in the second century 

While it is proper to speak of a core collection of authoritative Christian writings in 

the second century, it is improper (or at least misleading) to speak of a New 
Testament in the second century.

53
 

 

It is quite likely that the formation of a closed collection of Christian writings was not 
paramount in the mind of the second-century church. This is indicated especially by 

its reaction to the three second-century heresies: they were countered not with a 

written canon, but rather with the canon of truth. If the written canon was paramount, 

we should expect to see a preponderance of lists following these great heresies, but 
this is precisely what we do not see—until the fourth century.

54
 

 

Marcion’s collection and the church’s response 

The first explicit or solid evidence of a Pauline collection is found with [the declared 
heretic] Marcion near the middle of the second century.

55
 

 

There is no convincing evidence that Marcion, the gnostics, or the Montanists were 
interested in producing a biblical canon, and likewise, no evidence suggests that the 

early church responded to their threats by establishing a sacred collection of books. 

Rather the response of the second century church was to produce a canon of faith 

(regula fidei), but not a canon of sacred books.
56

 

 

No early Christian writer expresses the Rule of Faith in exactly the same way 

indicates that it was not a fixed universal formula or creed.
57

 

 

What can we conclude about the Pauline collection in the second century? First, we 

must realize that the Gospels and the Pauline collection circulated separately—there 
was no attempt to bring them together into a “New Testament.” Second, while there is 

evidence of collecting Paul’s Epistles even in the first century, we cannot with much 

certainty ascertain the exact contents of these collections. Third, this activity of 

collecting indicates that the church valued these documents. By the third century there 
was a fairly well defined corpus of Paul’s Epistles.

58
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Even though there is considerable agreement that there existed an early second-

century collection of Paul’s Epistles, use of this collection is not well evidenced until 
the later second century. None of the second-century apologists has any trace of the 

Epistles of Paul, and none of them explicitly appropriates his thought. This is why it is 

so striking that both Marcion and the Gnostics made significant use of Paul.
59

 

 

We do not have a written canon defined here. We have a collection of literature to 

which appeal was made with great profit. We do not have explicit lists delineating the 

exact contents of the collection. The exception to this may be the Muratorian 
Fragment, but certainly the fact that no other list of its kind exists until the fourth 

century should caution us against making sweeping claims on this foundation.
60

 

Gospels during the second century 

The Gospel of John seems not to have been known or used by most second-century 
Christian writers, and to all appearances was first employed among gnostic 

Christians.
61

 

 

Outside [of the] gnostic circles there was scant knowledge of or interest in [the 
Gospel of] John, and prior to the late second century no broad recognition of its 

authority. It is possible that the almost exclusively gnostic provenance of this Gospel 

through most of the second century militated against its more general acceptance. 
Beyond that, John also suffered from the use made of it by the so-called “new 

prophecy” movement, also known as Montanism.
62

 

 

Even though in the western regions of Christianity a four-Gospel collection was 

coming into its own near the end of the second century, the situation was not so fully 

developed elsewhere. In the same period, Clement of Alexandria, who knew and 

valued our four Gospels, still granted a good measure of authority to the Gospel of the 
Hebrews and the Gospel of the Egyptians and so did not hold exclusively to a 

collection of four Gospels.
63

 

 

How, when and why the ancient church came to acknowledge four and only four 

Gospels is at many points obscure. … The evidence shows that the Gospels which 

eventually became canonical did not attain a clear prominence until late in the second 

century, and that even then their pre-eminence was neither universal nor exclusive.
64

 

 

Furthermore, the Gospels did not become part of the NT canon individually. They 

were first shaped into a collection and then achieved canonical standing as a group. 
But the emergence of a four-Gospel collection was only the last stage of a long 

history of gospel traditions in the early church, and its significance can be appreciated 

only against that background.
65
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It is noteworthy that in spite of his knowledge of several Gospels, Justin [Martyr, who 

taught in Rome between 150 and 165] often cites traditions about Jesus which do not 
occur in these Gospels and thereby betrays a familiarity with a broader body of 

materials which he did not hesitate to use. Even in his citations of sayings of Jesus 

which do occur in these Gospels, there are some remarkable variations, and these 

suggest that Justin did not quote written Gospels directly. He seems at numerous 
points to have relied on oral tradition, or on a compilation of sayings of Jesus, or 

perhaps on gospels not known to us, or variously on all of these. Evidently Justin did 

not invest any exclusive authority in the Gospels which ultimately became 
canonical.

66
 

 

For several centuries it was Tatian’s Diatessaron, not a four-Gospel collection, which 
held the field in the Syrian church.

67
 

 

Although our canonical Gospels were among the earliest to be written, new gospels 

continued to be composed through much of the second century. … Modern 
manuscript discoveries have furnished us with texts of gospels previously known by 

name only and have brought to light other gospel-type documents previously 

unknown. Still other gospels mentioned by second- and third-century writers are no 
longer extant, and it is plausible that a fair number of other gospels which have failed 

to survive even in name were known and used in the early church. This rich 

multiplication of gospel literature indicates that in the first half of the second century 
the Gospels which we know as canonical were not recognizably unique and had not 

acquired special authority. At least their availability did not inhibit the ongoing 

production of similar documents. The currency of so many gospels also shows that 

the eventual development of a collection of only four Gospels was the result of a 
selective process. Nothing dictated that the church should honor precisely four 

Gospels, or these four in particular.
68

 

Great editorial freedom used by the Gospel writers 

The Gospel writers not only used existing written sources but also exercised great 
editorial freedom in adapting them. This makes it plain that the Gospel writers did not 

attach any special sanctity or even adequacy to their sources and that each meant to 

provide something better. This must have been the attitude of the authors of Matthew 

and Luke even toward the Gospel of Mark. Indeed, it was apparently the aim of each 
Gospel writer to offer an adequately comprehensive document which would stand on 

its own. From this vantage point, a collection of Gospels is somewhat at odds with the 

aims of their authors.
69

 

Limited intended readership of the Gospels 

Each of the Gospels is an occasional document, produced in and directed toward a 

limited circle of readers and representing a particular theological interpretation of the 

Jesus traditions tailored to its own immediate context. Thus, each Gospel was at first 
the gospel document for an individual Christian community.

70
 

 

It was not easy for Christian communities to see why there should be more than one 

[Gospel]: a plurality of Gospels cast doubt on the adequacy of any. This problem was 
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compounded by the fact that the Gospels differ significantly among themselves, an 

insight that was by no means lost on the early church. Though some accounting might 
be given for these differences, to accept more than one Gospel was to be burdened 

with justifying their divergences.
71

 

Gospels did not enjoy absolute authority 

Even when written gospels came into customary use, their authority was not absolute; 

indeed, their texts were not beyond substantial alteration. For example, Mark 
originally ended at 16:8 and so lacked any narrative of post-resurrection appearances 

of Jesus. But at an early time, probably in the first decades of the second century, 

longer endings were variously added to the Gospel in order to remedy what was felt to 
be a deficiency, and the most common of these endings added twelve verses (vv. 9-

20) which were subsequently taken up into most manuscripts and represented as 

integral to the text of Mark. Again, what we know as chap. 21 of John was not 
composed by the same person who wrote the rest of this Gospel. John 20:30-31 must 

have constituted the original conclusion, and chap. 21 was later added on, although 

this must have happened early—probably even before this Gospel entered general 

circulation, since no manuscript is known which does not contain chap. 21. 
Furthermore, the story of the woman taken in adultery which is ordinarily found in 

John as 7:53-8:11 was certainly no original part of the Gospel. Here is an instance 

where the text of a written Gospel has been expanded by the inclusion of a piece of 
oral tradition. These are only striking illustrations of a more general tendency in the 

second century not to regard the texts of Gospels as sacrosanct but to subject them to 

revisions of various types.
72

 

Situation at the end of the second century 

(1) By the end of the second century, the four Gospels, the Pauline letters, 1 Peter, 

and 1 John were all used broadly in the church and had attained authoritative status 

almost everywhere. (2) The use and status of other writings varied throughout the 

second, third, and into the fourth centuries. (3) Lists that strictly delimit the scope of 
authoritative writings belong predominantly to the fourth and fifth centuries.

73
 

 

Some of the Apostolic Fathers show a knowledge of Paul, but the second-century 
apologists show none. … beginning with Irenaeus and continuing through in Clement 

of Alexandria, Tertullian, and Origen, the use of Pauline literature grows. The 

consensus, using these fathers as witnesses, is that certainly by the beginning of the 

third century a thirteen- or fourteen-epistle (if Hebrews is included) Pauline collection 
was in existence.

74
 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 409 

The understanding that the second century had a closed New Testament canon is 

difficult to maintain.
75
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The notion of a closed NT canon was not a second-century development in the early 
church and that there were still considerable differences of opinion about what should 

comprise that canon even in the fourth and fifth centuries. There was never a time in 

the fourth or fifth centuries, however, when the whole church adopted as Scripture all 

of the twenty-seven books of the NT and those books alone. … 

Only during the Reformation did the Catholics achieve unity on the NT canon with 

the decree by the Council of Trent, but by that time Luther had already questioned the 

full canonical status of James, Hebrews, Jude, and Revelation. … 

The Protestants have affirmed, with Luther, the shorter OT canon, while the Eastern 

Orthodox has a larger canon than the Roman Catholics. … The Ethiopian church, 

which traces its roots to the fourth-century church, claims a canon of some eighty-one 
books.  

At no time in history has the whole church agreed completely on what literature 

should make up its canon of Scriptures. There has been, however, general 

agreement—but not unanimity—since the third century regarding the authoritative, or 
scriptural, status of the four Gospels, Acts, Paul’s Epistles, 1 Peter, and 1 John. The 

rest of the NT canon appears to have been decided in various councils based perhaps 

on wide church use, but within individual churches, reservations continued to linger 
about “doubted” books in the NT canon.

76
 

Irenaeus (130-202 CE) did not use the term “canon” for a writing 

Nowhere in his writings does Irenaeus ever use the term “canon” to refer to a writing, 

much less to a list of authoritative writings, as the word later came to denote. 
Campenhausen correctly states, “The only ‘canon’ which Irenaeus explicitly 

acknowledges, is the “canon of truth.” Irenaeus refers rather to the “Rule of Truth” 

solely with reference to authoritative teachings. He employs similar expressions for 

the same concept: “Rule of Faith,” “preaching,” “the faith,” and “the tradition.” 

There is broad agreement that this second-century usage of the term “canon” must be 

differentiated from the later fourth-century usage.’“ It was only during the fourth 

century that the term “canon” grew to include writings. This transition is first seen in 
the fourth century with Athanasius of Alexandria. Soon after 350 in the Decrees of the 

Synod of Nicaea, Athanasius describes the Shepherd of Hermas as not belonging in 

the canon (me on tou kanonos). In 363 the Council of Laodicea declared in Canon 59 

that only the canonical books (ta kanonika), as opposed to the noncanonical books (ta 
akanonista), should be read in the church. Special significance has usually been given 

to Athanasius’s Festal Letter 39 of 367 because it names the precise twenty-seven 

documents we hold today as canonical.
77

 

For further information on the Church Fathers and historians, refer to pages 21 - 24 of Why Does the 

Watchtower Society Accept Christendom’s Scriptures? available at: 

http://www.jwstudies.com/Why_Does_WTS_Accept_Christendoms_Scriptures.pdf 

Eusebius (263 – 339 CE) did not call his “list” a “canon” 

Among the many resources contained in this church history is Eusebius’s famous 

catalog of Christian writings. … We must be clear that Eusebius does not call this list 

a “canon”. … [Eusebius] chooses not to use the word “Canon” to describe his list of 

documents. Why this is we cannot be sure, but his reticence here should caution us 
against reading an explicit canon consciousness in Eusebius as if this list was the goal 

to which the church was ultimately working. Indeed, Eusebius uses the word “canon” 
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ten times in his Ecclesiastical History and in no instance does he employ it to describe 

a selective list of Christian Scriptures.
78

 

Fourth century 

In the history of the formation of the New Testament canon, locating canon lists 

produced by the early church is quite important. The reason for this is that these lists 

are seen to testify to a conscious desire on the part of the leaders of the early church to 

form and close a New Testament canon. The earlier the date of a list, therefore, the 
better evidence one has of an earlier canon consciousness. It is well known, however, 

that these kinds of lists belong almost exclusively to the fourth century. We do well, 

therefore, to recognize the significance of this historical observation by posing a 
simple question: If, as some argue, the early church consciously created and closed a 

New Testament canon at the end of the second century, why does the proliferation of 

canon lists begin to appear only in the fourth century?
79

 

 

Most ancient collections or lists of Christian Scriptures date after the first half of the 

fourth century. The existence of a list of sacred writings does not, however, mean that 

its author(s) had a canon or closed collection of Christian Scriptures.  

[footnote: The term list is not the best term to describe these collections since it 

suggests that their patristic authors drew up a closed list of Christian Scriptures. 

Irenaeus, Clement, and Origen, for example, made no such lists.] 

Often it is simply a list of allusions, citations, or quotations from the NT and other 

ancient literature used by some of the church fathers. Merely collecting and tabulating 

these references does not constitute a biblical canon; it says no more than that the 
theology of the early church fathers was informed by these earlier writings. And until 

we come to the fourth century, such references for the most part do not prove that the 

literature was even acknowledged to be Scripture. Although the study of such 

references can he extremely valuable, especially as one examines the context in which 
each of these allusions or citations is found, a common error in the study of the 

biblical canon is to view all these references as citations of Scripture.
80

 

The canon by Athansius (296 – 373 CE) was not decisive 

Athanasius’s definition of the canon for Egypt was not decisive for other regions of 
the eastern church. The practice of Syrian Christianity, which was highly 

conservative, persisted on a different course. The popularity of Tatian’s Diatessaron 

continued there during the fourth century, even when the separate Gospels were 

known. In addition to the Gospels, Syrian Christianity normally recognized only Acts 
and the letters of Paul, and nothing more. There was a growing tendency, probably 

under Alexandrian influence, to admit Hebrews among the letters of Paul, and for a 

while the pseudonymous 3 Corinthians was also acknowledged, whereas the 
undoubtedly genuine Philemon was not recognized until quite late. None of the 

catholic epistles had any currency in the Syrian church until the late fourth and early 

fifth centuries, and then only James, 1 Peter, and 1 John secured any standing. The 
traditional Syrian preference for only the Gospels, Acts, and Paul’s letters is still to be 

seen in Ephraem (d. 373), the Doctrine of Addai (350-400), a canon list of ca. 400, 

and Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia (d. 428). The recognition of James, 1 Peter, and 

1 John is attested by Chrysostom (fl. 380), the Syriac Peshitta list (ca. 410) and 
Theodoret (fl. 440). Thus, even into the early fifth century, the Syrian church typically 

admitted only twenty-two books. 
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The final resolution of the many variations we have noted began to take place in the 

late fourth century, primarily through the actions of ecclesiastical councils. One of the 
earliest conciliar pronouncements is associated with the Council of Laodicea, held in 

363.
81

 

For further information on this history, see pages 30 – 39  of Why Does the Watchtower Society 

Accept Christendom’s Scriptures?, available at: 

http://www.jwstudies.com/Why_Does_WTS_Accept_Christendoms_Scriptures.pdf 
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CRITERIA FOR INCLUDING A SCRIPTURE IN A CANON 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, pages 409-410 (article: “Canon”) 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 410 

Since the ancient church left no record of how and why the NT was formed, the 

history of the canon must be reconstructed on the basis of sparse and fragmentary 

evidence and with a measure of conjecture.
 82

 

 

If the formation of the NT canon was indebted to many contingent historical factors, it 

was not a thoroughly random process. The church also engaged in a reflective 
evaluation of its literary and theological heritage, and in setting apart certain 

documents as specially authoritative, it appealed to certain principles. Because these 

principles were not invoked with great rigor or consistency, it is difficult to assess 

their actual effects on the history of the canon, and there is disagreement today about 
the meaning or importance of the so-called criteria of canonicity. The criteria that 

figured most prominently in the thinking of the church were apostolicity, catholicity, 

orthodoxy, and established usage.
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The ancient church was most often mistaken in its claims that the canonical writings 

were written by apostles, while the history of the canon makes it doubtful that 
theoretical criteria (apostolicity, catholicity, etc.) were effective reasons for 

canonization. For all these reasons, the traditional boundaries of the NT canon have 

been deprived of clear and self-evident validity.
84

 

 

Apostolicity. Some writings were esteemed in the firm conviction that they had been 

composed by apostles. … Other writings were received as authoritative in the frank 

recognition that they had only an indirect connection with apostles. Here one may 
think of Mark and Luke. … Still other writings found their way into the canon in spite 

of large uncertainties about their authorship … some writings which explicitly 

claimed apostolic authorship either failed to gain canonical standing altogether (The 
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, Barnabas, the Gospel of Peter) or were 

acknowledged very tardily and with hesitation (James, 2 Peter, Jude). Obviously, 

then, apostolic authorship was not the only or even the decisive question in 

determining the status of a document.
85

 

 

Catholicity. A document had to be relevant to the church as a whole and even so 

intended by its author. Strictly understood, this meant that writings addressed to 
limited constituencies and not to the church as such were of questionable value. Odd 

as it may seem, the letters of Paul, though indisputably apostolic, were problematical 

on the score of catholicity, since Paul had written to specific local communities and 
not to the church at large. This difficulty was still felt even at the end of the second 

century. Of course, virtually all the writings which now stand in the canon were, in 

fact, composed for special groups of recipients and therefore fell short of the ideal of 

catholicity.
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Orthodoxy. A fundamental … criterion of canonicity was the agreement of a 

document’s content with the faith of the church—its “orthodoxy.” … it may be rightly 
said that ecclesiastical tradition was prior to scripture and served as the touchstone of 

scripture’s authority. But on the other hand, it must also be said that the faith of the 

Christian community …had itself been shaped from an early time by many of the 

same documents which ultimately became canonical. By a fruitful synergy, scripture 
helped to mold the tradition of faith, and the tradition of faith helped to shape the 

canon of scripture. 

In practice, therefore, the criterion of orthodoxy resulted in a circular argument: 
writings were accepted as authoritative if they conformed to the rule of faith, and the 

rule of faith was validated by appealing, among other things, to the authority of some 

of the same writings. … The criterion of agreement with the faith of the church was 
used primarily in connection with writings whose authority remained uncertain, and it 

was applied mainly as a negative standard rather than as a positive argument. Very 

many early Christian writings were impeccably “orthodox” yet did not gain candidacy 

as canonical scripture (or, if they did, were not finally canonized).
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Traditional Usage. Even more important was the criterion of traditional usage, that is, 

whether a given document had been customarily employed in the worship and 
teaching of the various churches. Unlike apostolicity, catholicity, and orthodoxy, 

which pertain to the internal character of a writing, the principle of traditional usage 

capitalized on the standing practices of the church. … The criterion of traditional 

usage did not come expressly into play until the third and fourth centuries when the 
church was able to have some retrospect on its own customs.

88
 

 

Beliefs determined the canon 

The beliefs of one section of the early Christian Church determined what would be accepted into its 
list of Holy Scriptures. The Church did not learn from the Scriptures contained in the New Testament 

Canon; the action taken was in the opposite direction. Beliefs created acceptance of writings that 

would constitute their Bible. It was a slow and torturous process, with the group sanctioned by the 
Roman State turning out triumphant. 
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Disagreements continued for centuries after Athanasius produced his list that happens to correspond with the list currently in use 

For further details, refer to Why Does the Watchtower Society Accept Christendom’s Scriptures? which is available at: 

http://www.jwstudies.com/Why_Does_WTS_Accept_Christendoms_Scriptures.pdf 

http://www.jwstudies.com/Why_Does_WTS_Accept_Christendoms_Scriptures.pdf
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New Testament lists of the 4th century church 
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New Testament lists of the 4th century church (continued) 
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New Testament lists from 4th and 5th century church 
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“GOD’S SPIRIT COULD GUIDE THE GOVERNING BODY” 

 

Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1205 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 1207 

 
Insight on the Scriptures, Volume 1, page 409 

These citations from Insight on the Scriptures force the conclusion that Irenaeus, Clement of 

Alexandria, and Tertullian were part of “the governing body”, “the genuine Christian congregation”. 

 

Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons, France 

Probably born around 125. As a young man in Smyrna (near Ephesus, in what is now 

western Turkey) he heard the preaching of Polycarp, who as a young man had heard 
the preaching of the Apostle John. Afterward, probably while still a young man, 

Polycarp moved west to Lyons in southern France. In 177, Pothinus, the bishop of 

Lyons, sent him on a mission to Rome. During his absence a severe persecution broke 
out in Lyons, claiming the lives of the bishop and others. When Irenaeus returned to 

Lyons, he was made bishop.
89

 

Regarding the New Testament canon, one finds in Adversus Haereses quotations from 
all the books of the New Testament with the exception of Philemon, II Peter, III John, 
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and Jude. He also considered these writings, not in the present New Testament, of 

value: I Clement , Shepherd of Hermas.
90

 

Clement of Alexandria (150 – 252 CE), Egypt 

Clement was a Christian Apologist, missionary theologian to the Greek cultural 

world, and second known leader of the catechetical school of Alexandria. He 

synthesized Greek philosophy and Mosaic tradition, and attempted to mediate 

Gnostics and orthodox Christians. … 

One finds in Clement's work citations of all the books of the New Testament with the 

exception of: Philemon, James, II Peter, II John, and III John  

On the other hand he considered these writings, not in the present New Testament, of 
value:  

 Gospel of the Egyptians 

 Gospel of the Hebrews 

 Traditions of Matthias 

 Preaching of Peter 

 I Clement 

 Epistle of Barnabas 

 Didache 

 Shepherd of Hermas 

 Apocalypse of Peter
91

 

Tertullian (160 – 220 CE), Carthage, Africa 

Born in Carthage, studied in Rome and converted to Christianity when he returned to Carthage, 

becoming a leading figure of the African Church. His famous saying was: “What has Athens to do 
with Jerusalem?”

92
 

Some time before 210 Tertullian left the orthodox church to join Montanism – a new 

prophetic sectarian movement founded by the 2nd-century Phrygian prophet 
Montanus. … Tertullian gave himself fully to the defense of the new movement as its 

most articulate spokesman. Even the Montanists, however, were not rigorous enough 

for Tertullian. He eventually broke with them to found his own sect. …  

Tertullian's New Testament was not perceptively different from that of the preceding 
period. He cites all the books of the New Testament with the exception of: II Peter, 

James, II John, and III John. He also considered these writings, not in the present New 

Testament, of value: Shepherd of Hermas.
93

 

No mention by Eusebius (ca 260 – 340 CE) of a “governing body” 

Eusebius’s (ca. 260—ca. 340) final version of his Ecclesiastical History documents 

the history of the church from the time of Christ to the conversion of the emperor 

Constantine in 313. 

Since this is the first real church history beyond the Acts of the Apostles, its value for 
the history of Christianity is obvious.

94
 

Nowhere in his Ecclesiastical History does Eusebius use the expression “governing body”. 

As the following excerpts show, he gave no authority to the church at Jerusalem. Rather, he shows 
that the Jerusalem Church was given respect and veneration because of its role as the Mother Church, 

but that it had become subservient. 
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Jerusalem, the seat of James, and Antioch, the seat of Paul, were considered together to share the 

honour as “Mother Church”. 

 

Ecclesiastical History, page ii, Eusebius (from the Introduction by Isaac Boyle)
95

 

 
Ecclesiastical History, page iii, Eusebius (from the Introduction by Isaac Boyle) 

 

Ecclesiastical History, page 55, Eusebius (comment by Isaac Boyle) 
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 The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cesarea, in Palestine, translated from the 

original, with and introduction by Christian Frederick Cruse D.D. and an historical view of the Council of Nice, 

by Isaac Boyle, ninth edition. D.D., Stanford & Swords, New York, 1850 
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Ecclesiastical History, page 56, Eusebius (comment by Isaac Boyle) 

 

 
Ecclesiastical History, pages 42-43, Eusebius 
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The following is a sample of the many resources that provide the broader context of the early church’s 

environment  

AD 381: Heretics, Pagans and the Christian State, Charles Freeman, Pimlico, 2009 

A New History of Early Christianity, Charles Freeman, Yale University Press, 2009 

The Rise of Christianity, W. H. C. Frend, Fortress Press, 1984 

Jesus Wars: How Four Patriarchs, Three Queens, and Two Emperors Decided What Christians 

Would Believe for the Next 1,500 Years, Philip Jenkins, HarperOne, 2010 

Christian Beginnings: from Nazareth to Nicaea, Geza Vermes, Yale University Press, 2012; Penguin, 

2013 

When Our World Became Christian 312-394, Paul Veyne, Polity Press, 2010; first published in 
French: Quand notre monde est devenu chrétien, Paris, 2007 

 

 


